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1. INTRODUCTION1. INTRODUCTION

• Organizations have invested in their IT infrastructure for 
many years to gain a competitive edge

• This investment has continued through the implementation of 
ITIL to improve service management

• Executive management are asking:
• “Have we received a return on our investment in ITIL?”
• “Is there a strong internal control environment within IT?”

• Performing a Benchmarking exercise will provide a measure 
for executive management against best practice
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2. ITIL & 2. ITIL & CobITCobIT
ITIL is a “framework”. The ISO 
20000 standard has been 
derived from the British 
Standard (BS) 15000 
ISO 20000 describes an 
integrated set of Service 
Management processes that 
is aligned towards the process 
approach defined in ITIL 
ITIL is a useful framework for 
auditing the capability-maturity 
of IT Service Management 
processes

Control Objectives for 
Information and related 
Technology (CobIT) based
on ISACA's Control 
Objectives
Good practice for 
Information Technology 
controls
Application to enterprise-
wide information systems 
regardless of technology 
employed
Aligned with the de facto 
standards and regulations
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2. ITIL & 2. ITIL & CobITCobIT

• CobiT provides complete coverage of IT processes
• Focus of CobiT is on control and whatwhat should be 

done and is a good governance framework
• ITIL gives similar coverage of processes
• ITIL focuses on what and how - a good starting 

point for developing processes
• ITIL and CobiT can be used together

• ITIL for What and How and CobiT for control & IT 
governance

• ITIL and CobiT can be used for benchmarking as 
they complement each other
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Example Cobit & ITIL Mapped
- AI 6 Change Management

ST 4.2.6.2 Create and record requests for change
ST 4.2.6.3 Review the request for change
ST 4.2.6.4 Assess and evaluate the change
ST 4.2.6.5 Authorising the change
ST 4.2.6.6 Co-ordinating change implementation
ST 4.2.6.8 Change advisory board
ST 4.6 Evaluation
SO 4.3.5.1 Menu selection
SO 4.3.5.2 Financial approval
SO 4.3.5.3 Other approval

Impact
Assessment
Prioritisation and 
Authorisation

AI6.2

ST 2 Service management as a practice
ST 4.2 Change management
ST 4.2.6.8 Change advisory    board
ST 5.1 Managing communications and commitment
ST 5.2 Managing organisation and stakeholder change
ST 5.3 Stakeholder management
SO 4.3 Request fulfillment
CSI 5.6.5 Change, release and deployment management

Manage ChangeAI6

ITILName
COBIT
Control 

Objective 

Refer: IT Governance Institute, OGC



3. Benchmarking3. Benchmarking

DefinitionDefinition
• "Benchmarking is simply about making 

comparisons with other organizations and then 
learning the lessons that those comparisons 
throw up“ - The European Benchmarking Code of ConductThe European Benchmarking Code of Conduct

• "Benchmarking is the continuous process of 
measuring products, services and practices 
against the toughest competitors or those 
companies recognised as industry leaders (best 
in class)“- The Xerox CorporationThe Xerox Corporation
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Why Benchmark?Why Benchmark?

Benchmarking providesBenchmarking provides:
• Executive Management with an assessment of 

the current status of the organisation’s IT Service 
Management

• A ‘wake-up call’ and helps to make a strong case 
for change

• Practical ways in which step changes in 
performance can be achieved by learning from 
others who have already undertaken comparable 
changes

• Opportunities for staff to learn new skills and be 
involved in the transformation process from the 
outset

Source Source -- www.benchmarking.gov.ukwww.benchmarking.gov.uk © Copyright K Doughty 2009



Benefits of BenchmarkingBenefits of Benchmarking

• Raised awareness about performance and 
greater openness about relative strengths and 
weaknesses

• Better understanding of the ‘big picture’ and 
gaining a broader perspective of the interplay of 
the factors (or enablers) that facilitate the 
implementation of good practice

• Increase in willingness to share solutions to 
common problems and build consensus about 
what is needed to accommodate changes

• Greater involvement and motivation of staff in 
change programmes

Source Source -- www.benchmarking.gov.ukwww.benchmarking.gov.uk © Copyright K Doughty 2009



4. Maturity Model for Assessment4. Maturity Model for Assessment
• There are a number of Maturity Models for 

assessment purposes. For example:
• Capability Maturity Model (CMM). This model 

describes a five-level evolutionary path of 
increasingly organized and systematically more 
mature processes. 

• CMMI is the successor to several Capability 
Maturity Models (CMM). Allows an organization 
to integrate systems engineering and software 
engineering processes, including Integrated 
Product and Process Development.
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MaturityMaturity ModelsModels
for Selffor Self--AssessmentAssessment

Source Source -- ISACAISACA
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0 Non-Existent. Complete lack of any recognisable processes. The organisation has not even 
recognised that there is an issue to be addressed.
1 Initial. There is evidence that the organisation has recognised that the issues exist and need to 
be addressed. There are however no standardised processes but instead there are ad hoc 
approaches that tend to be applied on an individual or case by case basis. The overall approach 
to management is disorganised.
2 Repeatable. Processes have developed to the stage where similar procedures are followed by 
different people undertaking the same task. There is no formal training or communication of 
standard procedures and responsibility is left to the individual. There is a high degree of reliance 
on the knowledge of individuals and therefore errors are likely.
3 Defined. Procedures have been standardised and documented, and communicated through 
training. It is however left to the individual to follow these processes, and it is unlikely that 
deviations will be detected. The procedures themselves are not sophisticated but are the 
formalisation of existing practices.
4 Managed. It is possible to monitor and measure compliance with procedures and to take action 
where processes appear not to be working effectively. Processes are under constant 
improvement and provide good practice. Automation and tools are used in a limited or fragmented 
way.
5 Optimised. Processes have been refined to a level of best practice, based on the results of 
continuous improvement and maturity modelling with other organisations. IT is used in an 
integrated way to automate the workflow, providing tools to improve quality and effectiveness, 
making the enterprise quick to adapt.

Generic Maturity ModelGeneric Maturity Model
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5. Case Study5. Case Study

Organization’s Background
• Medium sized organisation in the public sector 
• Complex IT infrastructure
• Offices in each Capital City
• New IT management team
• Large amount of IT expenditure for the previous 18 

months
• Organisation’s executive requested review of IT to 

determine if they were getting ‘value’ for their 
investment
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Organizational ChallengesOrganizational Challenges

Organisational management was demanding that IT to:
• Significantly improve it’s operational performance 
• Increase the quality of services delivered whilst 

demanding that this be accomplished at a lower cost
Other Challenges

• Increasing dependence on information and the systems 
that deliver this information

• Scale and cost of the current and future investments in 
information systems

• Potential for technologies to dramatically change the 
organization and business practices, to create new 
opportunities and reduce costs
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Benchmarking StrategyBenchmarking Strategy

• Utilize ITIL & CobIT across the common + 
specific CobIT processes 

• Ready acceptance of outcome and buy-in from 
the beginning

• Facilitated Workshops with the use of Control 
Self Assessment (CSA)

• Measure outcomes against Generic Capability 
Maturity Model

• Report
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Why Facilitated Workshops?Why Facilitated Workshops?

• Promotes open discussion and drives 
suggestions for process improvement 

• Does not require large amounts of time and 
effort to identify the process risk and control 
issues 

• Control Self Assessment (CSA) assists in 
identifying process risks and controls against 
best practice (ITIL & CobIT) and provides 
assurance whether business objectives will be 
achieved
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Overview of WorkshopsOverview of Workshops
Overview of Process

ParticipantsParticipants
ResponseResponse

To StatementsTo Statements

DevelopDevelop
ProcessProcess

& Control& Control
StatementsStatements

Process Process 
Risk and Risk and 
Control Control 
ProfileProfile

BenchmarkBenchmark

Identify Identify 
Process & ControlProcess & Control

RisksRisks

SI & CPSI & CP
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Development of ITILDevelopment of ITIL
& CobiT Statements& CobiT Statements

• Workshop Statements were developed using 
ITIL & CobiT across the common and 2 CobiT 
specific processes

• Limited to 25 statements per process
• Each IT practice statement was reviewed to 

ensure relevance and clarity
• Approximately 260 statements were developed 

for the 12 processes benchmarked
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Change Management StatementsChange Management Statements

GeneralGeneral
• An end to end process exists for all changes in the entire IT 

infrastructure, including hardware, software & documentation
• All changes follow the Change Management process this 

includes, for example, upgrades to operating systems, application 
and utility software, virus updates, configuration, telecomm’s, etc.
All third parties comply with the Change Management process
Acceptance & Recording Request For Change (RFC)Acceptance & Recording Request For Change (RFC)

• It is clear to all staff how to submit a RFC
• There is a standardised RFC document for all change types
• All RFC's are recorded in a central database
• All RFC's are appropriately approved before further action is 

taken
• There are clear criteria for prioritising a change (including 

Emergency Changes)
• These severity criteria drive effective change handling 
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Workshop StatementsWorkshop Statements
Assessment CriteriaAssessment Criteria

Individual workshop participants were asked to 
respond to each statement using the following 
five-point scale:
1. Disagree
2. Slightly Disagree
3. Neither Disagree or Agree
4. Slightly Agree
5. Agree
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Workshop OutcomeWorkshop Outcome

• Each participant reviewed the statements and voted (i.e. 
agree, disagree etc.). Assessments against the five point 
scale are recorded to establish a benchmark for process 
& control

• Process risk and control issues were discussed
• Detailed analysis of responses (detailed information of 

process risk and control issues) performed
• Where the workshop outcome required validation, then an 

analysis of the process was performed
• The process & control analysis was compared to 

workshop assessment to validate results
• Outcome measured to the generic Maturity Model
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IT Capability Maturity Assessment

0.00

1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00
AI6 Manage Change

DS4 Ensure Continuous Support

DS4 Ensure Security

DS8 Assist & Advise Customers

DS9 Manage Configuration

DS10 Manage Problems

DS11 Manage DataDS12 Manage Facilities

PO1 Strategic Technology Plan

PO6 Communicate Aims & Directions

PO9 Assess Risk

PO10 Manage Projects

PO11 Manage Quality

Rating Legend
1 Awareness
2 Growth
3 Control
4 Integrated - Industry Best Practice
5 Maturity

 Benchmark Result
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Service Improvement & Control PlanService Improvement & Control Plan

Process Service &  
Support Risk/ 
Control Issue

Impact
H – High

M – Medium
L - Low

Service & Control 
Improvement 

Action

Responsibility Target 
Date

Severity Levels 
definitions are too 
broad

Severity Levels 
definitions are too 
loosely applied

H

M

Existing Severity 
Level definitions to 
be reviewed and 
revised 

Guidelines for the 
application of 
Severity Levels are 
to be developed, 
documented and 
training given to 
staff

Manager, 
Service Desk

Manager, 
Service 
Support

30 Sept 
200X

15th

October
200X
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What they have SaidWhat they have Said

• “…the process used encouraged transparency, 
collaboration and contribution from all parts of the 
organisation involved….”

• “…everyone involved in the review has been very 
positive about the approach used, and the value 
of the outcomes…….”

• “…the report provided us with a true measure of 
were we are today in terms of best practice and 
the way forward to progress with improving critical 
areas…..”

• “…now we know that we have not wasted our 
investment in IT…” (a Senior Executive Manager)
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ConclusionConclusion

• Benchmarking with ITIL and CobIT is a valid 
assessment of the IT & T process service 
support and delivery risk and control model

• It provides the organization with a measurement 
of the organisation’s IT & T environment against 
best practice model(s) 

• The biggest win has come from the enthusiastic 
acceptance of the approach by the IT & T 
department and key stakeholders
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Questions & AnswersQuestions & Answers
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